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A museum in Berlin to exhibit colours in their 
diversity, integrating sciences, arts, history, 
but also symbols and everyday references. 

A permanent space addressing human: how we 
perceive, use, analyse and interprete colours. 

Various visions, theories, and studies to 
illustrate the debates and issues
surrounding colours. 

Different exhibits & devices to address 
everyone; appealing to children and adults, 
novices and experts. 

A space to promote diversity and the protection 
of nature.  

Already various exhibitions and events in Berlin.

WHAT



Because colours are all around us, without us 
knowing the impact they have on our everyday 
life. 

Because colour is the perfect topic to bring 
sciences, arts, society and the common world 
together.

Because there is no such institution in the 
world: no multidisciplinary museum tackling 
the diversity of colours. 

Because we all have ideas about colours, we 
may all want to discover more. 

Because we need the 3-dimensional space 
offered by a Museum to portray such a complex 
topic. 

WHY



Thanks to workshops with colour specialists, 
artists and culture audiences but also 
countless curious people who added their 
vision to the project. 

With the belief that nobody owns colours; we 
consider our role as implementers of multiple 
visions and facilitators for the multiple voices 
expressing themselves on this topic. 

Showing that there is no single truth about co-
lours, confronting points of view about the 
nature and meaning of colours and allow our 
visitors to enrich their own vision.  

HOW



· NATACHA LE DUFF 
Graduated in 2012 from Sciences Politiques, Bachelor in 
Political Sciences and Master in Cultural Management. 
Worked as a cultural mediator in Berlin 
(Vive Berlin e.G., DDR Museum)
Initiated and leads the project. 

· ANNE COGAN-KRUMNOW
Graduated in 2009 in history, archeology and cultural 
management. Worked for various institutions as cultural 
interpreter (Kulturhistorisches Museum in Magdeburg 
and the Stiftung Stadtmuseum Berlin). 
Initiator of Kleio & co, proposing history and archeology 
workshops to children. 

And many other supports… 
professionals in culture and mediation, project 
management and editing, graphic design and 
scenography. Numerous colours’ associations, 
institutions and companies throughout the world, 
providing expertise, exhibition space and networks. 

WHO



PROJECT’S CV

EXHIBITIONS

Series of exhibitions in the Artist House Flutgraben, Project Room (200sqm, 2500 visitors total).

· 7 - 22 April 2018 Colours in (Dis)order (Main colour - Yellow)
· 18 - 26 November 2017 - Colours in/from Nature  (Main colour - Green)
· 17 - 25 June 2017 - The perception of colours (Main colour - Blue)
· 29 January - 5 February 2017 - Pilot exhibition (Main colour - Red)

Exhibitions in Berliner Museums (3500 visitors total).

· 23 September - 7 October 2018 - Foundation Stadtmuseum Berlin 
· Exhibition Fest der Farben in the Museumsdorf Düppel
· 5 June - 19 August 2018 - Labyrinth Children Museum 
· Interactive exhibition Die Farben von Berlin





EVENTS

· 17 August 2019 - Play with Colour - Holzmarkt 25, Berlin
  Event with multi-disciplinary self-produced games, for children and adults. 
· 21 March 2019 - No Black Clothes Day - Flutgraben, Berlin
  Event for International Color Day with workshops and games.
· 21 June 2017 - Fête de la Musique, Synesthetic Concert - Flutgraben, Berlin
  Event with the band Kraftwerk during The perception of colours exhibition. 
· 15 May 2016 - Karneval der Kulturen - Berlin
  Together with the German-French circus association Karakuli, decoration and animation of a truck. 
· 18 February 2016 - Lust Bar - Berlin
  Project presentation with wine tasting  and concerts.
· 15 January 2016 - Kiwanis-Club Berlin-Frohnau - Berlin
  Project presentation (private).
· 19 March 2014 -Café Kremanski - Berlin
  Event for International Color Day with a conference and the opening of the Chromatones exhibition.
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THE CONTRIBUTING PARTNERS OF THE EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS

MAIN ARTISTS : 

Larissa Noury, Lauren Randolph, Nika Fontaine, Juliana Volberding, Giovanni Casu, Santiago Cruz, Michel Albert-Vanel, le Peuple arc-en-ciel, 
Cath Carver/Colour Your City, Lisi Badia/Show Us Your Type, der Künstlerduo Quintessenz, Julien Patry, El Bocho, Nallely Rangel, Zach Dunton, 
Claude Lampe, Frédérique de Rauglaudre.
Businesses and institutions - Germany: RAL FARBEN, Flutgraben e.V., IHK-Berlin, Kryolan GmbH, die TU Dresden, BSR, BVG, Ampelmann GmbH, 
VOXNOX, Hertha BSC, 1. FC-Union e.V., Kremer Pigmente, Institut Français Berlin, Philosophie Magazin, Stiftung Haus der Kleinen Forscher, 
Erdsaugkraft-Fliegschwung, Berliner Unterwelten e.V., Urbanophil, Judith Kerr Grundschule, KLEIO&CO, Bohmeyer & Schuster.
Businesses and institutions - worldwide: Caran d’Ache, Kolormondo, Ôkhra (Conservatory for ockers and colour), École Nationale du Paysage 
de Versailles, Green Resistance.

ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTING THE GLOBAL PROJECT AND ENSURING OUR VISIBILITY :

Germany: Die farbwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, das deutsche Farbenzentrum, das ICOM Deutschland, Comit Paris-Berlin.
Worldwide : l'Académie des Couleurs (Bordeaux, Frankreich), le Centre Français de la Couleur, la Fédération Française de la Couleur, 
l'Association Internationale de la Couleur (AIC), the UK Colour Group, the Asociacion Chilena de las Colores, Colour Your City, Amexinc.





5 exhibitions

6000 visitors

60 volunteers

3000 members / followers online

30 artists involved

50 exhibits in our private collection

Still 1 000 000 colours for you to discover! 

5 years of conception leading to 1 amazing space, opening soon

THE MUSEUM OF COLOURS IN FIGURES / NUMBERS
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THEY TALK ABOUT IT 

A Museum of Colours for Berlin is long overdue and would represent a great enrichment.

Dr. Klaus Staubermann  - Researcher, specialist in the history of color perception.

I began working with the Museum of Colours in January of 2017, and it’s been one of the most rewarding 

collaborations of my career. Each new project creates fun new challenges to solve, and I enjoy every 

minute of it.

Juliana Volberding - Independent artist and regular collaborator. 

« Museum of Colours »! A great project, unimaginable. Not only does Natacha Le Duff organise didactic and 

artistic events in a constantly evolving place, but she is also connected to the whole world of colours.

Patrick Callet - President of the French Colour Center.

I have had the pleasure of collaborating with the museum of colors during the openings of their exhibi-

tions. It’s always very exciting to see this team working. The result is magical and each time I am dazzled 

by the diversity of ideas related to colours.

Ariana  Magand - Chef cook.

Colour is essentiel to our life. A Museum that treats this topic brilliantly is thus as well… essentiel.

Jean-Gabriel Causse  - Designer and specialist of colours influences.





TOWARDS A MUSEUM OF COLOURS 

THE MUSEUM OF COLOURS WILL :

Allow visitors to understand the ways humans are connected to colours through five parts: 

perceiving, but also observing, producing and using, creating or interpreting colours. 

Implement different methods of mediation, mixing documentary approaches, pedagogical 

and interactive installations. 

Enable to set deep roots in order to connect colours to humans - and vice versa. 

Support values such as multiculturalism or the protection of the environment. 



GENERAL NARRATION 
OF THE PERMANENT 
EXHIBITION



1. PERCEIVING COLOURS
· Functions of the eye (humans, animals).
· From the eye to the brain.
· Synesthesia: mixing colours and music or others. 
· Optical illusions: how our brain get tricked!
· Philosophical approaches: how to define the experience of perception?
· Naming colours - depending on the environment and its specificities.

2. OBSERVING COLOURS
· Colours in various natural environments. 
· Minerals, flora, fauna.
· Seasonnal changes.
· Light phenomena.
· Colours to extract from nature.

3. PRODUCING & USING COLOURS
· Pigments and dyes: origins and uses, natural vs. chemical colours.
· Colours to wear: techniques, meanings and fashions. 
· Colours to decorate: symboles, cultures. 
· Colours to build: classic to contemporary architecture and urban landscape.  
· Trading colours: legislating, impact of the industry.
· Measuring colours.



4. CREATING (WITH) COLOURS
· A chronological artist’s atelier.
· Innovations and their impact on arts.
· Colour theories.
· Print, photography, film. 
. Tomorrow’s colours.
     
5. INTERPRETING COLOURS
· To make & give sense.
· Universal referentials: night is dark, nature is green, blood is red and the sea is blue.
· Diversity of interpretations: from flags to logos.
· Colours of politics & ideologies.
· Colours for identification.



A regular meeting point for various audiences. 

A cataloged collection meant to build a permanent exhibition. 

Valuable expertise and experience gained through the years.

We aim to create a space that could foster cultural exchange 

  and lively experiences.

Multidisciplinary international research.

The exchange of good practice among businesses and colours 

  professionals. 

THE MUSEUM OF COLOURS HAS BECOME: 



  Ein Museum der Farben g.e.V.  

contact@museum-of-colours.org

Museum of Colours

THANKS




